CACFP Point‐of‐Service Meal Capture
Presenting our latest eServices addition to
ChildWatch® Online Services ‐ portable meal
capture!
Simply connect to any compatible hand‐held
device (iPhone®, iPad®, iPod®, or Android®) and
you have a handy portable device for capturing
child meals and attendance at the point‐of‐service.
Capture is restricted to the meal time so fraud is
virtually eliminated.
Marking paper rosters for later entry into
ChildWatch® becomes unnecessary saving time &
money. After meal capture is complete, Meal
Service Record (MSR) reports may be printed for
hard‐copy retention.
No longer can providers fall behind in their transfer from paper records to the
computer, holding up the claim for everyone. This feature eliminates all excuses
and makes meal capture quick & simple!
There's nothing like it and it's available now to new and existing customers!
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Meal-Time Restriction

State Agency Appeal

Go Paperless!

Real-Time Data Capture

Reduce Errors & Save Time

Reduce Fraud

How it Works
The process capturing meals is quite simple.
There are just a couple of things needed…


an iPhone®, iPad®, iPod®, or Android® device



Wireless Internet through phone or WLAN.

The iPod Touch® (about $160 street price for 8GB
2nd generation) offers a simple solution without
the cost of having a phone carrier.
If you have high‐speed Internet (e.g. cable or DSL)
you simply need wireless access to it. Many ISPs
(Internet Service Providers) offer wireless routers.
If yours does not, you can add wireless to your
network for about $25.
In any case, users log into the device during the
time of the meal. A classroom is selected and the
list of children is presented. By simply touching
the line with each child’s name, a meal (or attendance only) may be recorded.
Mistakes are cleared by touching the same area again.
Counts of meals and attendance only are maintained at the top. Larger
classrooms can be scrolled using a swiping finger gesture on the device.
An adjustable “leeway” time is provided for capture beyond the end of the meal
period. ChildWatch® automatically handles cases where children
are not be eligible to receive a meal.
When completed, a touch to the “SAVE” button and the meals
are recorded. It’s on to the next classroom, quick & simple!
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Benefits
The point‐of‐service electronic meal capture
method offers many advantages when compared
to traditional paper recording...


Reduces Fraud. Fraud is virtually eliminated as
meals may only be captured during the
approved meal time.



Low‐cost to implement. For around $160
start‐up, you can add this feature to save time
& money, paying for itself in no time! Use a
staff member’s compatible phone and you
already have all you need to get started!



Saves Paper. As rosters are not needed ahead
of the meal, the pre‐printed paper forms are
no longer outdated as child classroom changes
take place. The child list is always up‐to‐date!



Reduces workload. Traditional paper recording requires that a Meal Service
Record (MSR) be printed. Meals are then recorded through hand‐written
checkmarks. The MSR is then used for entry into the computer. This takes
valuable time, but also leaves much room for error. ChildWatch® eases the
burden of capturing meals for the CACFP.

Have a CACFP sponsorship with multiple homes and/or centers?
Contact us to see if you qualify for multi‐location / sponsorship
discounting.
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What are you waiting for? Ask your representative how to get
started with our eServices offerings today!

eServices
Our optional eServices offerings are comprised of the following:


Client Web Services. Allow your clients (parents of children)
remote online access to check their balance, print statements,
communicate with teachers, view the online events calendar and
more. You control which features are available!



Online Enrollment Requests. If your business has a website, this feature
allows you to directly integrate an enrollment request form for waiting list
automation. Once approved by your staff, enrolling an entire family takes
only a couple of clicks!



ePay. By opening a merchant account through RSI, parents are
able to make payments electronically through either credit card or
eCheck. This helps to reduce outstanding revenue and offers an a
tremendous convenience to parents from work or home.



Point‐of‐Service Meal Capture (CACFP only). Using an iPhone® or
iPod Touch®, meals are quickly captured electronically at the point‐
of‐service. This feature is a huge time‐saver while reducing fraud,
simplifying user responsibilities and speeding up the claims
process. This feature alone can pay for all services combined!

What are you waiting for? Ask your representative how to get
started with our eServices offerings today!
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